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Grade-3, English- (Paper - A) 

 

 

 

School Name : ______________________________________________________________________ 

Student Name: _____________________________________________________________________  

 Roll Number : ________________________________ Date: ________________________________  

General Instructions: 

1) Use mask and keep social distance from each other. 

2) Read carefully and attempt all questions. 

3) Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) are given in this part. 

4) Encircle the correct option of each of the Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) as shown in the example 

given below. 

      Example:  He is __________ to school. 
a) goes   b) went 

 

c) going   d) gone 

5) Use blue/ black ink for writing. Use of lead pencil is not allowed. 

6) If more than one options are encircled in a question, no mark will be given. 

 

  

Instructions: - Twenty-Five (25) questions are given in this part. Each question carries 2 marks. 

Q. NO. 1. Identify the word which has a digraph. 

      a) Magic b) Shop  c) Balloon d) Gift 

Q. NO. 2. Choose the correct option to fill in the blank. 

      “That is _______ house.” 

        a) Farhans    b) Farhans’   

  c) Farhan’s    d) Farh’ans 

Q. NO. 3. Fill in the blank to complete the word “Pla___t” for the given picture.  

a) i      b) a 

c) n      d) t 
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Q. NO. 4. Identify the picture which has rhyming word of “bat”.   

 

 

a)      b)  

 

 

 

 

            

           c)                    d)  

 

 

 

Q. NO. 5. Identify the option having correct alphabetical order.  

a) Arm, Leg, Foot, Mouth   b) Arm, Foot, Leg, Mouth 

c) Leg, Foot, Mouth, Arm   d) Mouth, Leg, Arm, Foot 

Q. NO. 6. Identify the proper noun. 

  a) Playground    b) Karachi 

 

     c) Home     d) Teacher 

Q. NO. 7. Choose correct question word to start the sentence.  

    “_____________ is this? This is a ship.”    

a) How  

b) When 

c) What  

d) Where 

Q. NO. 8. Identify the name of this thing shown in the picture. 

a) Board  

b) Tree 

c) Fruit  

d) Box 

Q. NO. 9.  Choose the correct neuter gender among the following.  

       a) Hen     b) Brother   

 c) Queen     d) Table  
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Q. NO. 10. Identify the “downward” direction among the following. 

          

        a)                        b)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

       c) d)  

 

 

 

 

Q. NO. 11. Hard work can change ____ world. 

      a) a   b) an    c) the   d) many 

Q. NO. 12. Which of the following has a soft sound of “C”? 

         a) Cement  b) Cartoon  c) Caramel  d) Coconut 

Q. NO. 13. We _______________ eat healthy food. 

          a) must   b) have   c) are   d) were 

Q. NO. 14. Asad is _______ his room. 

         a) cleaned  b) cleaning  c) cleans  d) cleaner 

Q. NO. 15. Identify the joining word. “I play tennis and cricket.”    

a) and   b) play    c) cricket  d) tennis 

Q. NO. 16. The sentence with correct capitalization is:   

 a) Will noman go to lahore on Monday? 

 b) Will Noman go to lahore on monday? 

 c) Will noman go to Lahore on monday? 

 d) Will Noman go to Lahore on Monday? 

Q. NO. 17. Look at the picture and complete the following sentence. 

              “The horse is jumping ___ the fence.”  

         a) between    b) into   

     c) under     d) over 
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Q. NO. 18. Identify verb in the given sentence. 

              “My mother cooked delicious meal for us.” 

 a) mother    b) cooked 

 c) delicious   d) meal 

Q. NO. 19. Choose the sentence with correct structure? 

  a) Hassan questions asked in the class.  

  b) Asked Hassan questions in the class. 

  c) Hassan asked questions in the class.  

  d) Hassan asked in questions the class. 

Q. NO. 20. Choose the sentence that shows likeness. 

a) Don’t hurt animals and birds. 

b) Two wrongs don’t make right. 

c) My favourite place is my home.  

d) Clothes don’t make the man. 

 Read the following paragraph carefully and answer the questions. 

Ants are of different kinds. They are of different colours too. Ants are tiny 

social creatures. They live in large groups called colonies. The members of the 

colony work together. By working together, they complete many jobs. The queen 

ant lays eggs. Soldier ants protect the queen ant and the colony. They also gather 

food and attack other colonies if they need new nesting space. Worker ants take 

care of babies, look for food and build ant homes called anthills. Ants are 

important part of ecosystem. By digging the soil, they create spaces in it. These 

spaces lock air and water inside the soil which makes it fertile. In short, ants are 

useful insects for ecosystem. 

   Q.No.21. Identify the meaning of the word “tiny”. 

    a) Small   b) Big   c) Important   d) Heavy 

     Q.No.22. Ant’s home is called: 

a) cave   b) anthill c) nest    d) hive 

 Q.No.23. Ants are social creatures because they___________.  

a) live together    b) are of different types 

c) lay eggs     d) make the land fertile  

 Q.No.24. Which of the following is NOT given in the paragraph? 

a) Soldier ants protect the queen ant.   

b) Soldier ants gather food. 

c) Soldier ants take care of baby ants.   

d) Soldier ants attack other colonies. 

 Q.No.25. The suitable title for the paragraph is:  

a) Ecosystem     b) Fertile Land 

c) Queen Ant     d) Social Life of Ants 


